
M-bot went into the back yard.

He took his shovel.

Along came R-bot. 

“What are you doing?” asked R-bot. 

“I am going to dig a hole,” answered M-bot. 

 

In the dream, M-bot’s hole went very, very far. 

At the very end of the hole, there were two shiny 
rocks. 

M-bot was very excited to discover the rocks.

M-bot put the shiny rocks in his compartment. 

M-bot put a one shiny rock in M-bot’s compartment. 

R-bot put a one shiny rock in R-bot’s compartment. 

They were happy for the rest of the day. 

M-bot Digs a Hole

                                   
THE END
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M-bot  started to dig. 

When M-bot stepped in the hole, his feet were all the  
way in the hole.

While M-bot was sleeping, he had a dream. In the 
dream, M-bot dug a very very deep hole. It went down, 
down, down. Then it went sideways.  

 When M-bot woke up, he saw that R-bot was sitting beside him.  
He told R-bot all about his dream. 

R-bot said, “Let’s look in your hole. Maybe PART of the dream will 
come true!” 

So M-bot and R-bot looked down into M-bot’s tiny hole. 
SURPRISE! There were two shiny rocks in the hole, just like the 
rocks in M-bot’s dream.
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One day, M-bot decided to dig a hole. 

It would be a BIG hole. 

It would be a DEEP hole. 

M-bot kept digging. 

Now, when M-bot stepped into the hole, it came up to 
his buttons.   

M-bot kept on digging. 

He was getting very dirty. 

He was getting very tired. 

He climbed out of the hole to rest. M-bot was so tired that he 
fell asleep. 

Then M-bot climbed out of the hole.

So M-bot looked 
for a shovel. 
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 R-bot clapped and said,  
“M-bot, your hole is getting very deep!” 

M-bot answered, “But it is not deep enough!”
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